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Abstract. The present work carries out a comprehensive investigationinto the border distortion deficiency for the conventional
scalogram and the reassigned scalogram. The reasons for this deficiency are analyzed, and a simple way is suggested to determine
the border distortion ranges. New methods are proposed to reduce the border distortions in both the scalograms. The practical
meanings of the border distortion improvement method are demonstrated by applying both the scalograms with and without
border distortion improvements to estimate the modal parameters for a 2-DOF linear system. The estimation results indicate
that, in the presence of noise, which is inevitable in practice, for the mode with weak amplitude, the reassigned scalogram can
perform better than the conventional scalogram in estimating the modal parameters. In addition, for the mode with shorteffective
duration, its frequency components at the border distortion ranges are of great importance for the modal parameter estimation
purpose, and the border distortion improvement method can greatly increase the estimation accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Over the past twenty years, wavelet theory [1] has become oneof the emerging and fast-evolving mathematical
and signal processing tools for its many distinct merits. Different from the traditional Fourier Transform which is
generally believed to be less competent in the non-stationary signal analysis [2], by introducing the dilation and
translation operators the Wavelet Transform (WT) can achieve a multi-scale analysis for a signal and, therefore, it
can effectively extract time-frequency features of both the stationary signals and the non-stationary signals [2]. In
the field of mechanical signal processing, the WT has been widely used for the singularity detection [3–6], the noise
reduction [7–9], and the feature extraction [10–13] and et al. Especially, the wavelet scalogram [14], which is usually
regarded as the counterpart of the spectrum of the Short TimeFourier Transform (STFT) [15], has been widely
adopted for analyzing the non-stationary vibration signals and extracting time-frequency features from vibration
signals for the fault diagnosis purpose [16–19]. In addition, the ridge and skeleton of wavelet transform have shown
excellent capability in tracing the instantaneous characteristics of the system dynamic responses such as the time-
dependent amplitude and the amplitude-dependent frequency of the free response of both the linear and nonlinear
systems. This distinct capability allows the WT method to play important roles in the parameter identifications for
both linear and nonlinear systems [20–33]. A comprehensivereview about the application of the WT method in
mechanical signal analysis can be found in Ref. [34].
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While praising the powerful capabilities of the WT, enjoying the benefits from the WT and being encouraged
for the achievements provided by the WT, it is better for us tobe aware that the WT will also suffer from some
deficiencies such as the limitation defined by the Heisenberg-Gabor inequality [35], the frequency band overlapping
and interference [36,37] and the border distortion [24–28]also known as edge effect which is usually caused by
the insufficient data points both at the beginning and at the end of finite-duration signals. Compared to the other
two deficiencies, the border distortion deficiency has received relatively more attentions from researchers, especially
who are interested in applying the WT method for system identification studies because the border distortion can
make significant effects on the identification results. To alleviate effects of the border distortion, signal padding
based methods have been mainly applied such as the zero padding and symmetrical padding. Actually, there is a
close relationship between the first two deficiencies. The Heisenberg-Gabor inequality makes it impossible for the
WT to obtain both fine resolutions in time and in frequency at the same window defined in the time-frequency plane.
Moreover, due to the deficiency of frequency band overlapping, the interference may occur in the time-frequency
plane. Therefore, the results generated by the wavelet scalograms might be somewhat difficult to be interpreted by
researchers and participators. To improve the readabilityof the wavelet scalograms, Auger and Flandrin [35] have
put forward a reassignment method, which works by shifting the components from the geometrical centre of the
resolution window of the time-scale analysis to the gravitycentre of their complex energy density distribution. After
the reassignment processing, the scalogram will have better time and frequency concentration and less interference.
The energy density contained in the components of the reassigned scalogram will be closer to that of the original
inspected signal. Therefore, the reassignment method can to a certain degree overcome the limitation defined by
the Heisenberg-Gabor inequality and reduce the frequency band overlapping and interference in the time-frequency
plane. However, it is a pity that the reassignment method could not alleviate the deficiency of the border distortion,
and what is more, the reassignment operation could introduce a new kind of border distortion to the reassigned
scalogram which has different forms with the border distortion of the conventional scalogram.

The present research will be devoted to addressing the border distortions for the conventional scalogram and the
reassigned scalogram, the causes of which will be investigated. New methods will be put forward to reduce the
border distortions for both the conventional and reassigned scalogram and the improved scalograms will then be used
to estimate the modal parameters for a MDOF (Multiple Degrees of Freedom) linear system. The applications of the
WT in the mechanical signal processing are briefly reviewed and the deficiencies of the WT are mainly explained
in this section. Section 2 presents the theory of the continuous WT and a brief introduction of the conventional and
reassigned scalograms. Section 3 investigates the border distortions of the scalogram and the reassigned scalogram,
and new methods are proposed to tackle these border distortion deficiencies. Section 4 presents the applications of
using the improved scalograms for the modal parameter estimation for a MDOF linear system. Finally, section 5
lays out the conclusive remarks and the benefit of this research.

2. Wavelet transform theory

The driving force behind the WT is to overcome the disadvantages of the short time Fourier transform (STFT),
which provides constant resolution for all frequencies since it uses the same window for the analysis of the inspected
signalx(t). On the contrary, The WT can achieve a multi-resolution analysis to the inspected signal. That is they use
different window functions to analyze different frequencybands of the signalx(t). The different window functions
ψa,b(t), which are also called son wavelets, can be generated by dilation or compression of a mother waveletψ(t).
The WT can be categorized as discrete WT and continuous WT.

2.1. Continuous wavelet transform

Assumex(t) to be a finite-energy function, that is,x(t) ∈ L2(R). The continuous wavelet transform ofx(t) is
defined as the inner product in the Hilbert space of theL2 norm as follows,

Wx(a, b;ψ) =< x(t), ψa,b(t) >=

∫

x(t)ψ∗

a,b(t)dt a > 0 (1)
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where the asterisk stands for complex conjugate and the family of waveletψa,b(t) consists of a series of son wavelets,
which are generated by dilation and translation from the mother waveletψ(t), shown as follows,

ψa,b(t) = a−1/2ψ

(

t− b

a

)

(2)

wherea is the scale parameter,b is the time parameter, and both of them vary continuously; the factora−1/2 is used
to ensure energy preservation for transform. Many functions can be used as the mother wavelet, but it must belong
toL2(R) and satisfy the following conditions:

1. The definition domain is compact support, which ensures that the function is fast decaying, and so time
localization can be obtained.

2. The admissibility condition

Cψ =

∫

|ψ̂(ω)|2

|ω|
dω <∞ (3)

whereψ̂(ω) =
∫

ψ(t)e−iωtdt. This condition imposes a band-pass characteristic to the spectrum of the wavelet
function and guarantees the existence of a reconstruction formula and makes that the waveform of the mother wavelet
function must be oscillating.

Wavelet transform is a linear transform, whose physical pattern is to use a series of oscillating functions with
different frequencies as window functionsψa,b(t) to scan and translate the signal ofx(t), wherea is the dilation
parameter for changing the oscillating frequency. Although the wavelet transform is similar to the STFT to a certain
sense, the differences between them exist. Compared with the STFT, whose time-frequency resolution is constant,
the time-frequency resolution of the wavelet transform depends on the frequency of the signal. For the components
of high frequency, the wavelet can reach a high time resolution but a low frequency resolution but, on the other hand,
for the components of low frequency, the wavelet transform can provide a high frequency resolution and a low time
resolution.

In this paper, the Morlet wavelet is adopted. It is a kind of complex wavelet and can extract the amplitude and
phase information of the inspected signal, defined as follows

ψ(t) = (σ2π)−1/4e−iω0te−t
2/(2σ2) (4)

There is a great deal of wavelets that could be used and, however, the Morelet wavelet is particularly attractive
for vibration signal analysis. First, the Morlet wavelet function is an exponentially sinusoidal signal and the damped
sinusoidal is the common response of many dynamical system.Second, the Morlet wavelet has a single frequency.
If a signal correlates highly with a scaled Morlet wavelet, then the frequency of the wavelet indicates the frequency
of the inspected signal.

2.2. Scalogram and reassigned scalogram

For allψ(t), x(t) ∈ L2(R), the inverse wavelet transform ofx(t) is defined as

x(t) =
1

Cψ

∫ ∫

a−2Wx(a, b;ψ)ψa,b(t)dadb (5)

It can be known from Eq. (5) that after the application of WT tothe signal, it does not lose any information as the
energy is preserved during the transformation. Therefore,Eq. (5) is tenable as

< x(t), x(t) >=

∫

|x(t)|2dt =
1

Cψ

∫

a−2da

∫

|Wx(a, b;ψ)|
2
db (6)

A new itemSGx can be defined from Eq. (6) as|Wx(a, b;ψ)|2, which is named as the wavelet scalogram [14].
The scalogram shows how the energy of the signal varies with the time and the frequency. It has been widely used
for analyzing non-stationary signals. The scalogram can beseen as a spectrum with constant relative bandwidth.
It could be easier for people to understand the practical meaning of the scalogram if regarding the scalogram as
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Fig. 1. A sinusoidal signal and the illustration of the wavelet transform.

the outcome of scanning the signal at very point using a series of band-pass filters with different central frequency
and compact time support, and a big central frequency corresponding to a big frequency bandwidth and a short
time support andvice versa. Moreover, when the Morlet wavelet function is employed, the central frequency of the
band-pass filter at scalea can be determined as follows,

ω = ω0/a (7)

The operation of the WT as band-pass filters can be well demonstrated by the example signal shown in Fig. 1
where the inspected signal is a sinusoidal signal whose frequency is assumed to be normalized at 0.1Hz. It is shown
that the value of scalogram at point (t1, ω1) is actually generated by picking up the signal fraction aroundt1 with
a time window determined by the wavelet function and then passing them into the band-pass filter whose central
frequency isω1. Therefore,|Wx(ω1, t1;ψ)|2 actually represents the average energy of the signal in the resolution
window determined by the rectangle whose geometrical center is (t1, ω1). The generation of the scalogram at points
(t2, ω2) and (t3, ω3) can be explained in the same way. Obviously, the scalogram at point (t1, ω1) will have the
biggest value as the frequency of the signal fraction is coincident with the central frequency of the wavelet filter
and so the energy of the signal fraction can completely pass through the filter. For point (t2, ω2), as only fractional
energy of the signal can pass through the wavelet filter and, therefore at this point the value of the scalogram is not
zero but quite small. Similarly it can be predicted that at point (t3, ω3) the value of the scalogram is zero. According
to the intuitive understanding, the non-zero scalogram at point (t2,ω2) will indicate that the inspected signal contains
a component of frequencyω2 at momentt2. Clearly, this contradicts the fact there is no frequency component at
(ω2) in the currently considered signal. The appearance of non-zero scalogram at point (t2, ω2) is just caused by
the so-called frequency band overlapping deficiency. In themulti-component cases, this deficiency can give rise to
interferences in the scalogram. To obtain a scalogram without any frequency band overlapping, it is required that
the WT has absolutely fine resolutions both in time and in frequency, which means the area of resolution window
must be infinitesimal. However, according to the wavelet theory and the Heisenberg-Gabor inequality, the area of
the resolution windows is a constant which may vary with the type of the used wavelet function but can never be
close to zero. Therefore, the frequency band overlapping isinevitable, and the interferences caused by the frequency
band overlapping can significantly reduce the readability of the scalogram.
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To improve the readability of conventional scalograms, Auger and Flandrin [35] has continued the research
of Kodera et al. [38], who had developed the reassignment method for the STFT. Auger and Flandrin reapplied
the reassignment method to WT scalogram for better time-frequency representations of the inspected signal. The
reassignment method works by shifting the components from the geometrical centre of the resolution window to the
gravity centre of the complex energy density distribution.For the sinusoidal signal presented in Fig. 1, obviously
the geometrical centre of the resolution window around point (t1, ω1) coincides with the gravity centre of the energy
distribution of the signal fraction in the resolution window and, therefore, no shift will happen to this point. In
addition, as there is no energy distributed in the resolution window around (t3, ω3), no shift will happen to this point
as well. However, for point (t2, ω2), clearly, the gravity centre of the energy distribution ofthe signal fraction in
the resolution window is (t2, ω2) which is different from the geometrical centre (t2, ω2). By the reassignment rule,
the value at (t2, ω2) will be assigned to point (t2, ω2), and the value at (t2, ω2) is set to zero. It is worthy nothing
here that, in this case, the energy distribution in the resolution window around (t2, ω2) is symmetric aboutt2 and
thust2 = t2 and the shift happens only in the frequency direction but, for the complicated signals, it is quite possible
for t2 6= t2 and so the shift would also happen in the time direction. Obviously, after the reassignment, the energy
density distribution represented by the reassigned scalogram is closer to that of the original inspected signal, and
so the reassigned scalogram will have better time and frequency concentration and less interference. Because of
the better concentration and less interference, components that contain low energy could be possibly identified in
the reassigned scalogram. Due to the merits of the reassigned scalogram, it has been successfully applied to detect
the occurrence time of the rub-impact between the surface ofa rotor and the surface of a stator [39] and extract the
signature for mechanical watch movements [40].

Detailed information on reassigned scalogram and its algorithm can be found in Ref [35]. The theories of
reassigned scalogram can be briefly defined as:

RSGx(â, b̂;ψ) =

∫ ∫

(â/a)2SGx(a, b;ψ)δ(b̂− b′(a, b))δ(â− a′(a, b))dadb, (8)

where

b′(a, b) = b−Re

{

a
Wx(a, b;ψ

′)W ∗

x (a, b;ψ)

|Wx(a, b;ψ)|2

}

, (9)

ω0

a′(a, b)
=
ω0

a
+ Im

{

Wx(a, b; ψ̂)W ∗

x (a, b;ψ)

2πa|Wx(a.b;ψ)|2

}

, and (10)

ψ′(t) = tψ(t), ψ̂(t) =
dψ

dt
(t). (11)

The conventional scalogram and the reassigned scalogram ofthe signal shown in Fig. 1 are presented in Figs 2
and 3 respectively. Clearly, the reassigned scalogram has better concentration than the conventional scalogram.

3. Border distortions of the wavelet transform

The border distortions of the wavelet transform are no longer strange to people now, which is usually caused by
the insufficient data points at both the beginning and the endof the finite-duration signal [41,42]. Various methods
have been put forward to alleviate the border distortion. Inthis section, the cause of the border distortion will be
explained for both the conventional scalogram and the reassigned scalogram from the band-pass filter point of view
and new methods will proposed to eliminate the undesired effect.
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Fig. 2. The conventional scalogram.

   

 Fork Shape 

Fig. 3. The reassigned scalogram.

3.1. The causes of border distortion

A well-known phenomenon of the border distortion is the energy of the inspected signal will be scattered at
both ends. This can be easily explained by linking the wavelet functions to band pass filters. As aforementioned
in Section 2, it is known that only the functions that can satisfy the admissibility condition can be used wavelet
functions. This implies that the spectrum of the wavelet function must be of band-pass characteristic. A complete
wavelet function is of course satisfy the admissibility condition but, however, the wavelet transform at the two edges
of the inspected signal is actually like using incomplete wavelet functions to execute the transforms. The incomplete
wavelet functions no longer satisfy the admissibility condition and their spectra then are not of strict band-pass
characteristics. An illustration to this is shown in Fig. 4.Obviously, for the incomplete wavelet function, the
spectrum is not strictly band-pass and its bandwidth is wider than that of the complete wavelet function. Moreover,
when using the incomplete wavelet function to pick up the signal fraction, it can also cause spectrum variation
and, as shown in Fig. 5, some energy is scattered and thus the spectrum will usually have a wider frequency band
than the spectrum of the signal fraction picked up using a complete wavelet function. This scattered energy can be
easily understood by comparing the beginning or end of the incomplete signal fraction to a step component which,
as well known, has a wide energy distribution in the frequency domain where the components at low frequency
region are generally bigger than those at high frequency region. The spectrum of the incomplete signal fraction
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Fig. 4. Complete and incomplete wavelet functions.
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Fig. 5. Signal fractions picked up using complete and incomplete wavelet functions.

then can be regarded as the mixture of the essential frequency components of the signal fraction and the frequency
components of the step component. Usually, the former wouldbe much bigger than the latter in amplitude. These
two factors working together generate the border distortion. After passing the signals fractions to the two kinds of
filters which are determined by the complete and incomplete wavelet functions respectively, the energy distributions
in the frequency domain are shown in Fig. 6. Clearly, in the complete function case, the energy is very small and can
be ignored and, on the contrary, in the incomplete function case the energy level is relatively significant and a not
small value will therefore be assigned to the 0.2Hz point even there is actually no energy distribution. The non-zero
scalogram at both the edges caused by the energy scattering is also calledripple in Ref [41].

Another typical phenomenon about the border distortion is the amplitudes of the scalogram are generally smaller
on the two edges than at the middle part. This is the problem that researchers have often investigated and, aiming at
which the methods for border distortion reduction have often been developed, such as the signal padding method. It
is easy to identify this phenomenon in scalogram, especially from the values of the scalogram along the ridge. The
values of the scalogram ridge in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 7, which clearly indicates that the values on the two edges
are smaller than at the middle part. It is not difficult to understand this phenomenon. Obviously, the values of the
scalogram at the middle part are actually contributed by more signal points than on the two edges and therefore the
values of the scalogram at the two edges are usually smaller than at the middle part.
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Fig. 6. The energy distributions in the frequency direction[(a)- complete function case; (b)-incomplete function case].
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Moreover, it can be seen from Fig. 6(b) that the gravity centre of the energy distribution in the frequency direction
will locate between 0.1Hz and 02Hz and is no longer exactly consistent with that of the inspected signal fraction.
Therefore, the reassignment method introduced Section 2.2can not completely solve the energy scattering problem
caused by the border distortion but can still somewhat improve the concentration in the frequency direction. In
addition, it can be seen from Fig. 5 that the gravity centre inthe time direction for the incomplete wavelet function
case will not consistent with the supposed one att0 and will locate somewhat inward att0. Therefore, by the
reassignment rule, the value att0 will be shifted in time direction to pointt0, and the scalogram value att0 is set
to zero. In this way, the reassignment operation will introduce a new kind of border distortion to the reassigned
scalogram which has different form with the border distortion of the conventional scalogram. The unique border
distortion of the reassigned scalogram is usually of afork shape, which can be easily observed from Fig. 3 and can
also be found from the reassigned scalograms reported by other researchers [35,40].

From the perspective of band pass filter, a comprehensive andprofound explanation has been made so far to the
appearance of border distortion in the conventional and reassigned scalograms.

3.2. The effect ranges of border distortion

As the border distortion can usually introduce negative influences to the applications of the wavelet method in
practices, it is then necessary for participators to be aware of the range where the influence of the border distortion
can reach in the scalogram and to pay particular attentions to the scalogram at the range. Different methods [41,42]
have been suggested to determine the effect range of the border distortion and a general knowledge is the effect range
of the border distortion is proportional to the length of theresolution window in time direction. In time direction,
the resolution window length of the wavelet function witha = 1 can be calculated as
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∆ψ1,0 =

(
∫

∞

−∞

t2|ψ1,0(t)|
2dt

)1/2

(12)

And according to the wavelet theory, the resolution window length of the wavelet function dilated with scalea
can then be calculates as

∆ψa,0 = a∆ψ1,0 (13)

Therefore, at scalea, the border distortion range can be determined as

REE(a) = aλ∆ψ1,0 (14)

whereλ is the proportionality factor which was suggested to be 3.0 in Ref [42]. Equation (14) clearly indicates that
the border distortion effect range is wider at the low frequency region (big scale) than at the high frequency region
(small scale).

Equation (14) provides a theoretical way to analyze the border distortion effect range, which, however, can be
determined by an alternative method that can be conveniently conducted in practice simply using the effective
duration of the wavelet function. As shown in Fig. 8, outsidethe effective duration, the modulus of the wavelet
function is quite small and so the signal fraction outside this duration can only make insignificant contribution to the
transform result and so can be neglected. The effective duration can be defined as the range in which the modulus of
the wavelet function is bigger than a constant and the constant is proportional by factork (> 1 and suggested to be 5)
to the maximum of the modulus of the wavelet function. And theborder distortion effect range is half of the effective
duration. By using this method, the border distortion effect ranges for the scalogram in Fig. 2 are determined and
are shown in Fig. 9, in which the zones below the white lines are the border distortion effect ranges.
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Fig. 10. The improved reassigned scalogram.

3.3. Border distortion improvement methods

In Section 3.1, the reasons for the occurrences of the three border distortion phenomena in the conventional and
reassigned scalogram are investigated from the band-pass filter point of view. The understanding of the reasons for
the border distortions allows designing effective methodsto refine the scalograms and to alleviate the influences
introduced by the border distortions.

To eliminate theripple phenomenon from the scalogram at both the edges, it can resort to the priori knowledge
about the wavelet function and the inspected signal themselves. First, the essential frequency components of the
incomplete signal fraction would be bigger than the frequency components caused by the step components in
amplitude. Second, the frequency pass-band of the wavelet function dilated by scalea is always available and is
denoted asFPB(a). Based on the two facts, for the scalogram at point (a, t) which is among the border distortion
ranges, the following method is developed to eliminate theripple:

1. Calculate the spectrum of the incomplete signal fractionat t, defined asX(jω);
2. Find the essential frequency components by a threshold which is defined asmax (|X(jω)|)/γ whereγ is

proportional factor. The components inX(jω) whose absolute amplitudes are bigger than the defined threshold
are considered as the essential frequency components of theincomplete signal fraction;

3. Refine the scalogram. If there are some essential frequency components among pass-bandFPB(a), then keep
the value at point (a, t), otherwise, set the value at this point to zero.

To amend the results of the wavelet transform at the border distortion ranges so that the results can represent the
energy distribution of the inspected signal even on the two edges, the equal-window-area method is recommended.
This method is based on a fact that on the edges the value of wavelet transform is usually proportional to the area of
the window. Therefore, the values of the wavelet transform can be amended as

W x(a, b;ψ) = ς(a, b)Wx(a, b;ψ) (15)

whereς(a, b) is the area ratio of the complete wavelet window to the wavelet window used at point (a, b). Obviously,
ς(a, b) is bigger than 1 on the two edges and is equal to 1 at the middle part.

As thefork shapeon the two edges for the reassigned scalogram are mainly because of the inappropriate shift in
time direction, a simple way to avoid this border distortionis then not to conduct the reassignment operation in time
direction to the scalogram at the border distortion ranges.Here the reassigned scalogram in the border distortion
ranges is defined as

RSGx(â, b;ψ) =

∫ ∫

(â/a)2SGx(a, b;ψ)δ(â− a′(a, b))dadb (16)
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Fig. 11. A 2-DOF linear system.

whereSGx(a, b;ψ) is the conventional scalogram after the border distortion cancellation. The improved version of
the reassigned scalogram in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 10, which clearly indicates that thefork shapesdisappear from
the reassigned scalogram.

4. The application for modal parameter estimation

To be honest, the negative influences of the border distortions are not very significant for most practical applications,
especially where the inspected objects are long signals in whose time frequency planes the effect ranges of the border
distortion will only be a small proportion. However, when applying the wavelet transform for the modal parameter
identification in the case where only short test data are available, the border distortion then will significantly affectthe
identification results, and therefore have draw particularattentions from the researchers in the system identification
area, and so most discussions about the border distortion have appeared in the literatures about the modal parameter
identification.

The powerful capability of the wavelet transform in system identification mainly lies in two facts [25,27,29]: 1)
by mapping the impulse response of the system to be identified, the wavelet transform can decouple the modes
embedded in the impulse response in the time scale plane, andso the decoupled modes can be analyzed separately;
2) the ridge and skeleton of wavelet transform are of excellent capability in tracing the instantaneous characteristics
of each mode. For thei-th mode, the impulse response can be expressed as the following form

xi(t) = Aie
−ξiωit sin(

√

1 − ξ2i ωit+ θi) (17)

whereωi is thei-th modal frequency,Ai is thei-th residue magnitude andξi is thei-th modal damping ratio, in the
time scale plane the wavelet transform results along the ridge which is corresponding to thei-th mode will satisfy
the following relationship

ln (|Wxi
(ai(b), b;ψ)|) − δ ≈ −ξi

√

1 − ξ2i ωib+ ln(Ai) (18)

whereδ is a constant,ai(b) are the scale parameters along the ridge, in the linear system case,ai(b) would be the
same and can be simply denoted asai. Moreover, usually, in practiceξ2i << 1, then Eq. (18) can be simplified as

ln (|Wxi
(ai, b;ψ)|) − δ ≈ −ξiωib+ ln(Ai) (19)

Equation (19) provides a convenient way to estimate the modal damping ratioξi simply by estimating the slope rate
of ln (|Wxi

(ai, b;ψ)|) using the well-established least square method. In addition, the modal frequencyωi can be
estimated asai = ω0/ωi when the Morlet function is used. If the scalogram rather than the wavelet transform result
is used, then Eq. (19) needs to be modified as

1

2
ln (|SGxi

(ai, b;ψ)|) − δ ≈ −ξiωib+ ln(Ai) (20)

In this section, both the scalogram and reassigned scalogram will be applied to estimate the modal parameters for
a 2-DOF linear system under the conditions of with and without measure noise. The comparisons will be carried out
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Table 1
The theoretical modal parameters

Mode Number Modal Frequency (rad/s) Modal Damping (×10−2)

Mode 1 38.8322 0.1942
Mode 2 101.6641 0.5083
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Fig. 12. The time domain waveform.

between the results obtained using the usual scalograms andthe scalograms with the border distortion improvements.
Figure 11 shows the considered 2-DOF linear system whose motion is governed by Eq. (21).

Mẍ+ Cẋ +Kx = F (t) (21)

where

M =

[

m1 0
0 m2

]

, C =

[

c1 + c2 −c2
−c2 c2

]

, K =

[

k1 + k2 −k2

−k2 k2

]

are the system mass, damping and stiffness matrix respectively. x = (x1, x2)
′ is the displacement vector, andF is

the external impulse force imposed onm2. In the present numerical study, the damping is assumed to beproportional
to the stiffness, e.g.,C = µK. The values of the system parameters are taken as

m1 = m2 = 1, k1 = k2 = 3.9748× 103, µ = 0.0001

It is easy to calculate the theoretical modal parameters forthis 2-DOF system and the results are given in Table 1.

4.1. Case 1: Noise Free

In this case, the impulse force are used with strength= 10 N. The impulse response is obtained using the fourth-
orderRunge-Kuttamethod with sampling frequency= 120 Hz. The time domain waveform and the conventional
scalogram and the reassigned scalogram of the response of mass 1 are shown in Figs 12, 13, 14 respectively. In the
conventional scalogram, the ridges are marked with two white color lines which are corresponding to the two modes.
The ridges are not marked out in the reassigned scalogram forthe clear of picture. Figure 15 shows the logarithmical
values of the scalograms along the ridges for both the usual scalograms and the scalograms after border distortion
improvements. From Figs 13 and 14, the modal frequencies of mode 1 and mode 2 can be easily obtained, and
then from Fig. 15 the modal damping ratios can be estimated for mode 1 and mode 2 using the least square method
based on Eq. (20). When using ridges extracted from the usualscalograms, only the middle parts are used. The
final results are listed in Table 2. The results clearly indicate that there are no differences between the estimated
results respectively provided by the usual scalograms and the scalograms with the border distortion improvements.
The result differences between the conventional scalogrammethod and the reassigned scalogram method are mainly
caused the frequency discrete in the frequency axis.
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Fig. 14. The reassigned scalogram and the ridge.

4.2. Case 2: With noise

In this case, the impulse response signals are supposed to becontaminated by white noise and the maximum
amplitude of the noise is assumed to be 20% of the maximum amplitude of the measured response. The noise
contaminated signal is shown in Fig. 16. The conventional scalogram and the reassigned are shown in Figs 17 and
18. In the conventional scalogram the ridges associated thetwo modes are marked with two white color lines. It
can be seen that the effective ridge for mode 2 is very short asthe amplitude of mode 2 self is very weak and the
associated frequency component is not clearly even before 1.5 sec and is nearly masked by the noise component
after 1.5 sec. This raises the challenge to estimate the modal parameters for mode 2. On the contrary, the frequency
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Table 2
The estimated modal parameters

Method Mode 1 Mode 2
Modal frequency Modal damping Modal frequency Modal damping

(rad/s) (×10−2) (rad/s) (×10−2)

1 39.0357 0.1951 101.6400 0.5100
2 39.0357 0.1951 101.6400 0.5100
3 38.2992 0.1989 100.9035 0.5137
4 38.2992 0.1989 100.9035 0.5137

(∗Method 1 – Usual Scalogram; Method 2 – Improved Scalogram; Method 3 – Usual Reas-
signed Scalogram; Method 4 – Improved Reassigned Scalogram).
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Fig. 15. The logarithmical values of the scalograms along the ridges [(A) – Mode 1; (B) – Mode 2].
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Fig. 16. The signal contaminated by noise.

component associated to mode 2 is relatively clearer in the reassigned scalogram as the better energy concentration
of the reassigned scalogram can improve the signal noise ratio (SNR).

Figure 19 shows the logarithmical values of the scalograms along the ridges for both the usual scalograms and
the scalograms after border distortion improvements, fromwhich the modal parameters are estimated. The final
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estimation results are given in Table 3. It can be seen that there are no significant differences between the results
about the modal parameters of mode 1, and all estimation results are close to the real values. It is because the
amplitude of mode 1 is big enough and the associated frequency component is quite strong, consequently, the SNR
is relatively high and, therefore, the negative effects of the noise on the estimation results are little. However, the
influences of the noise on the estimation results of the modaldamping of mode 2 are somewhat significant as the
amplitude of this mode is not strong enough to resist the effects of the noise component. Clearly, the results estimated
by using the scalograms with border distortion improvementare much better than those using the usual scalograms.
It is not surprising as mode 2 is actually stronger at the border distortion range than at the middle part and thus the
SNR is high. Taking into account of the frequency componentsat the border distortion range is therefore able to
improve the estimation results. The results in Table 3 also indicate that the reassigned scalograms can do better than
the conventional scalograms. As aforementioned, it is because that the reassigned scalograms possess better energy
concentration and so the SNR is high.
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Table 3
The estimated modal parameters

Method Mode 1 Mode 2
Modal frequency Modal damping Modal frequency Modal damping

(rad/s) (×10−2) (rad/s) (×10−2)

1 39.0357 0.1878 101.6400 0.3710
2 39.0357 0.1893 101.6400 0.4351
3 39.0357 0.1880 100.9035 0.4557
4 39.0357 0.1913 100.9035 0.4912

(∗Method 1 – Usual Scalogram; Method 2 – Improved Scalogram; Method 3 – Usual Reas-
signed Scalogram; Method 4 – Improved Reassigned Scalogram).
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Fig. 19. The logarithmical values of the scalograms along the ridges [(A) – Mode 1; (B) – Mode 2].

5. Conclusions

In the present work, from the band-pass filter point of view, the causes for the border distortions have been
investigated for the conventional scalogram and for the reassigned scalogram. New methods were then put forward to
reduce the influences introducedby the border distortions to both the scalograms. All the scalograms with and without
border distortion improvements have been applied to estimate the modal parameters for a 2-DOF linear system. The
estimation results indicate that all the scalograms can accurately estimate the modal parameters, provided that the
measured response signals are not contaminated by noise. Inthe presence of noise, for the modes whose associated
frequency components are not strong enough, the reassignedscalogram can perform better than the conventional
scalogram in estimating the modal parameters. Moreover, for the modes whose effective durations are not long
enough, the frequency components at the border distortion ranges are of great significance to the estimation results,
and the border distortion improvement method will then makesense in the application of the wavelet transform for
the modal parameter estimation.
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